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Executive Summary 

The EU Commission’s Capital Market Union project strives for a deeper integration of 
Europe’s financial markets. This market completion is not only in line with the philoso-
phy of European integration. By enhancing the choice set of consumers as well as pro-
viders of financial services, it should also foster medium-run growth and employment. It 
is difficult to take issue with this project. In fact, we essentially share the objectives. 
Questions, however, arise from the diagnosis and they carry over to the best-suited pol-
icy response. It is held that Europe’s lackluster recovery from the Great Financial (and 
the ensuing European Sovereign Debt) Crisis is, in particular, a consequence of the struc-
ture of its financial markets – too much reliance on bank intermediation. This might be 
the case. To produce conclusive evidence, however, requires more than contrasting fi-
nancial structures with growth rates across a few countries since the crisis’ trough.  

Starting from a functional finance perspective, therefore being basically agnostic about 
the optimal structure of providers of services, we focus on the comparative efficacy with 
which particular functions are discharged. In particular, we highlight why loans to SMEs, 
highly information impacted, are difficult to standardize. Addressing those issues, as far 
as possible, should potentially ease the scope of banking beyond banks. But what ulti-
mately counts is, if this translates into more employment and growth, as the EU Com-
mission rightly calls for. Moreover, in addition to efficiency of intermediation services, 
the stability dimension is of the essence. And this has much to do with the adequate 
pricing of risks. 

To assess institutional innovations, most of them in effect endogenous, we start from a 
basic principle. Policy intervention is only called for, when there are externalities or oth-
er issues of market imperfection (large economies of scale, scope, network externalities) 
and an appropriate public sector solution is available. Policies, according to the func-
tional finance perspective, should be essentially neutral (agnostic) in terms of institu-
tions (level playing field). Our main angle, from which we assess proposals, are infor-
mation asymmetries and the agency problems (screening, monitoring) which arise as a 
result. Within this perspective, we make a number of more specific proposals on how to 
create an environment which allows for a reduction of frictions with regard to the 
treatment of default risk (explore an optional 29th insolvency regime). Mitigating infor-
mation asymmetries is also of the essence to allow for robust access to risk capital for 
SMEs and upstarts. This includes, potentially, a reassessment of asset allocation strate-
gies for old-age insurance. Supporting financial literacy would be conducive. We also 
make suggestions on retention ambiguity, hampering the resilience of securitization 
markets. Finally, we raise issues with regard to the infrastructure of markets: its mini-
mum required liquidity and the resulting efficiency in price discovery. 
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I. Integrating Europe’s financial markets 

The EU Commission has launched an ambitious project for deepening financial market in-

tegration amongst its 28 member states. The goal of a capital markets union is in line 

with efforts to strengthen the EMU’s institutional architecture. In the wake of the finan-

cial crisis, efforts were initially focused on implementing a banking union, in particular, a 

single supervisory mechanism, a single resolution authority, as well as common policies 

towards deposit insurance.  

The capital markets union now addresses the non-bank dimension of financial intermedi-

ation. Its core objective is to get Europe growing again, on a sustainable basis. This also 

should entail better employment perspectives. The underlying diagnosis, as concisely 

spelled-out in the Green Paper (EU COM 2015), holds that Europe’s financial system does 

not deliver. A major reason for Europe’s lackluster performance, as compared to the U.S., 

is seen in its too strong reliance on bank intermediation in the external funding of non-

financial firms, in particular, its most dynamic medium-sized ones. Therefore, reducing 

hurdles standing between ultimate savers and final investors (in non-financial assets or 

real capital) should foster potential growth.  

The Green Paper’s underlying philosophy – reduction of barriers, completion of markets 

– is, of course, a staple of EU integration, ever since the Rome Treaty of 1957, which al-

ready included the unimpeded flow of funds across Europe as a desideratum. Enlarging 

the opportunity scope for ultimate savers and final users of funds should lead to capital 

being deployed in its most productive uses. And, as a corollary, risk-adjusted returns 

should rise – provided the level of competition among the providers of financial services 

is appropriate. 

We largely share the EU Commission’s line of reasoning –the philosophy as well as the 

objectives. The issues we would like to raise are questions in terms of the diagnosis, i.e. 

the description and identification of Europe’s underlying problems. Questions arising 

here should be answered with sufficient confidence before embarking on such a project 

in institutional re-engineering. Therefore, in the following, we briefly sketch the Green 

Paper’s main propositions. Then, we outline our approach, addressing comparative fi-

nancial institutions issues – the functional finance approach view. Given that the U.S. is, 
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even if only implicitly, the Green Paper’s poster case, we briefly portray the substantially 

less positive view of nonbank intermediation, prevailing in U.S. policy-maker circles. 

However, given that market completion is generally beneficial and also in line with the 

functional finance approach, we suggest a few areas which might contribute to this – but 

which need further research. 

II. The Green Paper’s diagnosis and suggested cures 

The Green Paper has a well-defined objective, i.e. enhancing the scope of non-bank 

based intermediation: “capital markets need to play a larger role in channeling financing 

to the economy” (EU COM 2015, p.2). Also, ultimately, the objective is to “move the EU 

closer towards a situation where, for example, SMEs can raise financing as easily as large 

companies; costs of investing and access to investment products converge across the EU; 

obtaining finance through capital markets is increasingly straightforward; and seeking 

funding in another Member State is not impeded by unnecessary legal or supervisory 

barriers” (EU COM 2015, p. 4).  

It appears difficult to take issue with these proposals. They appear to make good sense. 

But, why are they then so difficult to implement – why have they not been realized for a 

long time? Can we confidently hold that “capital markets need to play a larger role”?  

Before drawing such a conclusion – with substantial implications – a number of issues 

need to be addressed, among them:  

• What, from a capital markets’ perspective, makes SMEs different? Are there 

structural reasons for small firms having higher costs of capital? 

• Where (and why) do differential costs in access to capital market products arise? 

Are some of the obstacles (“…historical, cultural” (EU COM 2015, p. 9), more gen-

erally: habits and preferences ) a policy issue?  

• Why – and which – barriers in regulatory rules, as well as in their implementation, 

still prevail? 

For example, there are, for sure, economically sound reasons for differential costs – also 

across nations within the European Union. Those differences reflect national policy pref-

erences, perfectly legitimate, in their interaction with the suppliers of funds. Graphs 1 
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and 2, for example, portray differential growth rates in loans as well as in costs of credit 

across Europe. Is that a policy issue? Or are there other factors which could explain what 

we see? It is obvious that differential growth perspectives should translate into differ-

ences in credit demand. The same holds true for differences in the underlying uncertain-

ty. And there, of course, Europe is characterized by differing conditions. There is no justi-

fication to suppress the manifestations of these differences through policy action. They 

would have to be addressed structurally. 

 

 

 

Moreover, and the Commission’s Green Paper does not fall into this trap, it is fiendishly 

difficult to tell from the evolution of credit to nonfinancial corporate, whether demand 

(mediocre economic perspectives) or supply (capital-constrained banks) is responsible.  
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The main point we would like to emphasize in our following comment, however, has to 

do with unevenly distributed information as well as opacity or uncertainty, some of this 

only amenable to mitigation to a degree. There is only so much room for improvement in 

credit intermediation by non-bank banks.  

III. Form matters, but function ultimately counts 

Institutions as well as markets serve a purpose. Both discharge functions. Whilst financial 

relationships may assume different forms, ultimately they perform the same functions 

(Merton and Bodie, 1995). Financial intermediaries – be they banks, insurance compa-

nies, mutual funds or pension funds, etc. – bridge the distance, in terms of size, maturity, 

risk, and liquidity, that exists between savings (and savers), on the one side, and invest-

ments of individual households, businesses and governments, on the other side. They of-

fer maturity transformation, size transformation, the allocation of risk among market 

participants and, most importantly, the information services provided in selecting and 

monitoring financial contracts.  

Ultimately, by force of arbitrage, the lowest-cost supplier should prevail. At least, within 

limits to arbitrage – all the frictions mentioned above. This is the main proposition of the 

functional finance approach : financial intermediaries, wherever located on the spectrum 

between direct and indirect exchange of financial claims, “evolve in response to underly-

ing changes in technology, politics, demographics and cultural norms” (Merton, Bodie 

2005). The reference to technologies concerns very substantial advances in information 

processing (hard- and software). In addition, it involves analytical innovations, analyses 

of derivatives, in particular. Through replication, contingent claims allow for comparabil-

ity across different states of nature. Hence, they also support effective integration of 

markets. Interestingly, country specific rules and idiosyncrasies (rigidities, if one prefers) 

become irrelevant in the limit. The law of one price asymptotically holds. Products with 

identical features fetch the same price. Or, as Merton and Bodie write: “(D)erivative se-

curity technologies provide efficient means for creating cross-border interfaces without 

imposing invasive, wide-spread changes within each system” (Merton, Bodie, 2005, p. 3). 

This proposition has a number of major implications. To a degree, institutional rigidities, 

which often reflect national political preferences (or political-economic compromises), 
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become irrelevant – provided there is borderless competition (a level playing field). It al-

so entails a slicing-up of financial intermediation value chains (Kotz 2005). This means a 

lengthening of credit chains – banking taking place beyond the balance sheet of institu-

tions denominated “banks”, but without a public sector (taxpayer) provided backstop for 

extreme – bad states of the world – liquidity or credit risk (e.g. Adrian/Shin 2009, 

Beck/Kotz 2015). The lengthening of credit chains results from improved information 

processing and contracting technologies. But it also becomes attractive in terms of regu-

latory arbitrage (think of the diverse conduits now largely gone). Most importantly, in-

termediation chains have been lengthening – obvious at least ex post – as an upshot of 

the underpricing of liquidity and credit risks. 

The functional finance approach highlights that, in order to understand a financial sys-

tem’s evolution, the changing background conditions of the industry have to be acknowl-

edged. This is obviously about more than legal aspects and regulatory changes. “Histori-

cal, cultural [and], economic” factors translate into obstacles. They are not simply “ob-

stacles”, but might be there for a reason. These background conditions also include me-

dium-run macroeconomic perspectives – consider, for example, the ongoing debate 

about a low interest environment in the face of secular stagnation, a debate on which we 

do not touch.  

What we would like to address, however, is the nature of products dealt with in financial 

markets and institutions, more precisely their information-impactedness. Here, innova-

tions in the technology of finance are of the essence. First, there are major improve-

ments in the processing and communication of data pertinent to the evaluation of finan-

cial claims. Then, already hinted at, with the help of contingent claim analysis, financial 

products can be dis-assembled, priced as separate components and, subsequently, re-

bundled. This allows for de-constructing assets into (modular) subcomponents whose 

“equilibrium prices…must already reflect the value of any kind of linear portfolio manipu-

lation…Since this repackaging offers a sure profit, it cannot exist in equilibrium” (Varian 

1997). In reality, marred by frictions, profits through re-assembling apparently do exist – 

but they have become ever more constrained.  
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Objectives:
growth, innovation, employment

Diagnosis EU COM, 2015:
“capital markets need to play a larger 
role in channeling financing to the 
economy” (EU COM 2015, p.2)

Our  diagnosis:
- Loans to SMEs difficult to standardize
- information asymmetries
- opacity and uncertainty

• Reduction of 
barriers

• Completion 
of markets

• Increase 
efficiency of 
intermediation

• adequate 
pricing of risk

• address 
financial 
stability 
concerns

  
Graph 3:  Capital Market Union: Objectives and different diagnosis approaches 

The increasing extent of the market, as well as the aforementioned technological innova-

tions, have a substantial impact. They also interact strongly. Banks are forced to reassess 

their strategic options. According to the functional finance approach, banks are possibly 

becoming ever more focused. Retail clients’ business, for example, lends itself to a high-

volume, low prices approach. And the lending function could be discharged of via securit-

ization or credit-risk transferring, mainly off-balance sheet. This was at least a view gain-

ing in force in the mid 2000s (see Kotz 2005, for a critical perspective).  

Given the idiosyncrasies of individual borrowers (their differential information 

impactedness), think of SMEs, credit evaluation is highly firm-specific. However, so the 

argument went, at least before the crisis, in securitization markets, this does not hold for 

the overall management of credit risk. Synthetic products allow for the unbundling of the 

selection function (origination) from the processing, the servicing and the risk manage-

ment tasks. Modularization gains in attractiveness. Here is, again, the classical functional 

finance argument: While the basic institutional purposes do not change, the ways they 

are performed vary, depending on the respective institutional and historical context.  
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Continuously quoted credit risk seemed to morph into market risk. Loans, even to 

opaque companies, appeared to be, if bundled, just another asset class. The financial cri-

sis has, however, shown that credit risk cannot be dissolved completely in liquid markets.  

There are structural limits to banking beyond banks. Not all assets can be standardized at 

acceptable costs. Moreover, under stressed market circumstances – in bad states of the 

world – information compacted assets imply that originators face difficulties in selling 

less transparent or more opaque cash flow. And, crucially, with origination de-coupled 

from funding and servicing, monitoring on the side of the originator becomes very much 

less compelling. Agency issues are of significance. 

IV. Non-bank intermediation – a less benign U.S. assessment 

Interestingly, what is deemed to be a solution – an increased importance of non-bank 

banking – is seen from a substantially more critical angle in the U.S., at least amongst 

regulators and academics (Stein 2010, Poszar 2014).  

In the U.S., the share of non-bank intermediaries, (asset-backed paper, repos, mutual 

funds and securitization), performing bank-like functions, or parts thereof, has been on a 

strong upward trajectory for more than two decades. The mispricing of risks has been 

seen as a decisive reason for excess supply of credit and the boom and bust cycle in 

availability of funds (Geanakoplos 2010, Gorton 2012). 

Therefore, reform efforts are targeted at reigning in securitization and repo funding, es-

pecially by appropriately pricing and underwriting private sector funding backstops and 

collateral requirements.  

The Green Paper is clearly aware of these problems. This is clear, in particular, in the call 

for a “sustainable EU high quality securitization market relying on simple, transparent 

and standardized securitization instruments” (p. 10). But, of course, this only pushes back 

the question on how to effectively deal with information asymmetries and heterogenei-

ty, being structural, in a simple, transparent and standardized way. Hence, again, we are 

back to thinking about the limits of securitization – or ways to promote its effectiveness 

in risk-sensitive credit intermediation. 
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V. CMU from a functional finance perspective 

The functional finance approach is a pertinent analytical device to understand and assess 

the CMU’s approach to the integration of Europe’s financial markets. It offers in particu-

lar three lessons. 

Lesson 1: On a priori grounds, there is no general welfare presumption as to an optimal 

mix of institutions cum markets in the overall financial architecture; the financial land-

scape is an endogenous response, inter alia, to the prevailing set of regulatory rules.  

At any point in time, a variety of substitutable financial transactions will be available 

from competing financial service providers to meet the specific demands of market par-

ticipants. The observed mix of banks, other financial services firms, and markets is thus a 

result of the set of existing regulatory rules and prevailing economic background condi-

tions more generally. Regulatory institutions, in turn, are largely the consequence of his-

torical events. They are path-dependent. The functional finance perspective suggests 

that while institutions are complementing each other at any point in time, they are effec-

tively substitutes over time, driven by competition and regulatory innovation. Changes in 

the regulatory framework will, in many instances, change the significance and the role of 

the existing market players (see, for the U.S., Roe, 1994).  

Lesson 2: Regulatory interventions need an economic justification. There must be a 

market failure (externalities, information asymmetries, imperfect competition or col-

lective action problems) and hence a policy issue.  

More specifically, given a particular balance between financial service firms and markets, 

(in fact: a rather simple, binary view) regulatory interventions should be based on a via-

ble diagnosis and, in light of the ultimate target, an appropriate justification of suggested 

tools or instruments. For example, the identification of externalities, or barriers to mar-

ket access, a lack of competition due to market power, or an exploitation of weak market 

participants, due to asymmetric information or limited (financial) literacy of consumers 

could (and should) be the starting point for any regulatory initiative. In contrast, resulting 

changes at the institutional level have to be accepted. They do not make a valid counter-

argument against reforms, unless the costs of institutional change are shown to out-

weigh the welfare gains (Tröger, 2014; Thiemann and Tröger, 2015).  
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Lesson 3: Regulatory change has to be based on a cost-benefit rational. The case has to 

be made why a particular result can be achieved better by altering the rule set govern-

ing financial markets.  

The term „better“ requires quantification along some specified dimension, for example 

referring to induced changes in total information costs, production economies, diversifi-

cation and welfare gains. We suggest institutionalizing, as part of the consultation pro-

cesses surrounding regulatory initiatives at the EU level, the mandatory submission of at 

least two independent expert opinions on legislative reform proposals. The role of these 

expert opinions would be to quantify the welfare analysis by use of case-specific, evi-

dence-based research. This would help foster a learned and open debate on the welfare 

implications of a legislative project.  

VI. Options for further market completion – a selective list of areas for 

regulatory intervention as part of the CMU agenda 

Our list of “most wanted” regulatory reform issues relating to the capital markets union 

focuses on one market imperfection, in particular: information asymmetries and the re-

sulting agency problems. Such agency issues often also arise from uncertainty, mainly 

from different reading or implementation of rules. A lack of integration – a low-level of 

cross-border flow of funds or substantial price dispersion – is the logical corollary of un-

certainty about claims.  

1. Towards a sustainable securitization market: resolving retention ambiguity (Related 

questions: 25 and 26)2

Assuming that there is an effective supply failure as a consequence of weak banks, a 

functional substitute could be a working securitization market for SME loans. Even more, 

inasmuch as diversification and risk reduction benefits from asset pools backed by SME 

loans, could contribute to a stable and resilient access to funds, this would be a policy is-

sue, at least as long as private initiatives cannot deliver. We hold that the EU Commission 

has a convincing argument here. There is a collective action problem in setting the ap-

propriate standards for a securitization market to work across the entire union. This calls 

 

                                                           
2 The questions listed in the parenthesis refer to related questions posted in the Green Paper (EU COM 
2015). 
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for determining, from an investor’s (e.g. insurance company, mutual fund, pension fund 

or a retail investor) point of view, the obstacles inherent in collateralized securities. They 

are largely about information issues, as well as the counter-party risks which emanate 

from credit enhancements. 

In other words, it has to be spelled out quantitatively, and in a robust procedural form, 

what simple, transparent and high-quality securitization could mean practically. 

To be more precise: The decisive quality feature of securitizations is their degree of 

transparency about the amount of losses the issuer of the securitization is going to bear. 

“Flagging of retention”, i.e. producing an easy-to-understand report on the design of 

first-loss sharing, is hence crucial. It will reduce information asymmetries between issu-

ers and investors and will thus help to achieve a sustainable securitization market. With 

full transparency about loss bearing structures, the market will be able to price securiti-

zations efficiently, i.e. according to individual default risk.  

This gives flexibility to the issuer: she can generate high issue proceeds through limiting 

the loss risk for the investor, or she can explicitly transfer first loss risk to investors at an 

appropriate price, if equity retention is not desired for some reason, e.g. because of in-

sufficient capital (Krahnen/Wilde 2011). This will, however, come at the expense of dis-

counted expectations: if the originator retains little, the expectation is that there may be 

risk shifting between debt-holders and shareholders. Furthermore, an important aspect 

of transparency in the securitization context refers to the ability of investors to “look 

through” different stages of the securitization process. This enables investors to identify, 

measure, and evaluate the original risks, their possible dependencies, and the risks 

stemming from bundling activities. Gründl and Post (2009) make a proposal as to the de-

sign of a respective information system. 

Asset-backed securities are a pertinent example for dealing with the risk-retention issue: 

Current regulation requires that bank asset securitizations have to meet defined princi-

ples of minimum retention. Further transparency in the direction of “flagging actual re-

tention” would be warranted.  

Other securities, like covered bonds and Pfandbrief securities, can also be discussed with 

reference to retention. A Pfandbrief security, for example, is a single tranche asset 

backed security with credit enhancement via the equity capital of the issuer, with zero 
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retention other than over-collateralization. The equity capital of the issuer serves as the 

first loss position, functionally a credit enhancement. Provided the Pfandbrief issuer is 

sufficiently capitalized, Pfandbriefs may be even better protected from adverse events 

than an otherwise comparable ABS transaction with full first loss retention.  

Securities markets require transparency about loss retention. This will benefit not only 

banking-related securitizations, but will also increase attractiveness for trading in insur-

ance-linked securities. In addition, eligibility of underlying assets and standardized disclo-

sure requirements are crucial. An effective boost to this market would, of course, arise, if 

the ECB would accept such papers for its liquidity provision. From a functional finance 

perspective, this would be appropriate. 

2. Harmonization of debt restructuring laws across Europe (Related question: 29) 

Uncertainty arises also, and in particular, from unclear costs of distress. This uncertainty 

rises in the cross-border dimension. It has an impact on the availability and cost of funds. 

Obviously, insolvency law, particularly its treatment of collateral and seniority, is a cen-

tral element of financial contracting. This can have structure-creating consequences. For 

example, the safe harbor rule granted to repurchase agreements – making repos bank-

ruptcy remote – has been widely seen as pivotal in the rapid growth of repo and deriva-

tives markets in the past 20 years (Gorton & Metrick, 2010; Roe, 2011). 

"Good" insolvency laws offer legal certainty for suppliers and consumers of capital – sav-

ers, insurance takers, banks, pension funds, insurance companies, as well as investors. 

Legal certainty decreases financing costs for debtors. In a creditor-friendly regime, as ex-

ists or still exists in much of Europe, legal certainty may, in addition, set proper incentives 

for lenders to support corporate restructuring (Brunner/Krahnen 2008). 

Currently, member states are largely responsible for their respective insolvency laws. 

This yields 28 distinct insolvency regimes. It implies uncertainty and differential costs, 

creating a wedge. CMU’s inherent objective, to encourage cross-border investments in 

financial instruments, could hence be promoted by a comprehensive harmonization of 

those parts of the law that govern debt restructurings across Europe. Standardization 

would achieve pan-European legal certainty. Investors could reliably predict their posi-

tion in a debtor’s financial distress, prior to investing and without incurring substantial 
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costs (for seeking legal advice). Instead of informing themselves about the precise con-

tent of the respective national insolvency laws, they could invest in debt securities, is-

sued anywhere in the EU, relying on one European regime for restructuring debt instru-

ments.  

For mainly political (therefore not inherently flawed) reasons, attempts at harmonizing 

insolvency law in the EU have been greeted with substantial resistance. We are aware of 

the tremendous political-economic and technical challenges that a full-blown harmoniza-

tion of insolvency law would entail. Therefore we propose a less ambitious approach. We 

suggest a special European regime for restructuring corporate bonds outside of insolven-

cy proceedings – a 29th insolvency regime. Special procedures for debt work-outs do al-

ready exist in the law of the Member States (see e.g. the German 

Schuldverschreibungsgesetz [Debenture Act], §§ 5-22). Yet, the benefits of standardiza-

tion could only be realized by an EU-wide legislation. The proposed approach tallies with 

that taken in the BRRD and SRM-Regulation, providing for pre-defined creditor loss-

participation outside of formal insolvency proceedings. It would transcend the entity-

centered approach taken in banking regulation and thus level the playing field for the 

competition between bank and market based finance.  

The 29th regime would be an optional regime, irrevocably chosen at the time of issuance. 

In order to truly achieve uniformity in the framework for the restructuring of debt in-

struments, the EU should act by writing a Regulation (TFEU, art. 288(2)). Only directly ap-

plicable European law could achieve the essential priority of relevant EU law at the inter-

faces with domestic insolvency regimes.  

3. Small and medium-sized companies come in a variety of flavors (Related questions: 

2 and 8) 

One has to distinguish between companies operating in mature markets with low growth 

rates, and start-ups, engaging in highly risky and therefore failure prone activities at the 

frontier. The vast majority of SMEs are operating in mature markets. Given their finan-

cially relevant characteristics, these companies follow a pecking-order in their external 

funding: internal funds, trade credit, banks – and, in case fixed cost of market debt is not 

a hurdle, public debt markets (e.g. promissory notes, midcap bonds etc.) The latter are 

relevant only to significant medium-sized companies. 
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The second, much smaller group of firms, comprises companies with a potentially high 

growth trajectory, normally generating negative free cash flows not only in the startup 

phase but also when expanding the business model, mainly due to high capital expendi-

tures and significant investments in R&D. 

Therefore, young innovative high tech companies are usually fully equity financed, nota 

bene: private equity, not public. As soon as they have reached break even and generate 

positive cash flows debt financing becomes available and is added to the existing equity 

base. 

In order to facilitate access of SMEs to debt financing, both in the banking and debt capi-

tal markets, the following measures could be further investigated. 

4. Harmonization of financial accounting and reporting standards for SMEs (Related 

questions: 2 and 8) 

Not only cross border investments in equities but also cross border lending of commer-

cial banks is often hampered by different national accounting standards (GAAP). This cre-

ates distance. Informed credit and investment decisions become more difficult und more 

expensive.  

A similar impact could be achieved with a harmonized set of accounting standards for 

SME. However, the design of such a set of principles should acknowledge the capabilities 

and resources of smaller companies. Furthermore, this effort should not be limited to 

companies listed on MTFs because more traditional non-high growth SMEs would partic-

ularly benefit from an easier access to cross border bank financing. 

5. Financing of start-ups and innovation financing (Related question: 15) 

Due to their negative cash-flow profile, young, high-growth companies usually do not ful-

fill the minimum requirements for debt financing. Thus, the availability of venture capital 

is of the essence. There is a broad consensus that we do not have sufficient sources of 

venture capital in Europe, especially when compared to the U.S.. In order to broaden and 

deepen the availability of risk capital for corporate innovation, the following measures 

could be considered in the context of designing the CMU. 
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Venture capital investments are characterized by a high risk/high return profile. It is 

therefore pivotal for venture capital firms to ensure a high level of portfolio diversifica-

tion. The scale of venture capital funds is largely driven by the fund management´s track 

record, which is reflected by the fund´s past performance. Apart from the relevant indus-

try know-how and management expertise to support and nurture start-ups, developing 

exit routes is crucial for any venture capital investor. The trade sale for young high 

growth companies to larger industrial players is in many cases not the first choice of 

company founders, as the entrepreneurial spirit is very often the key success factor of 

innovative endeavors. Hence, high growth companies and their venture capital investors 

envisage a listing on a public stock exchange through an IPO (Initial Public Offering). 

Although the regulatory requirements for such a listing depend significantly on the mar-

ket segment the company intends to enter, one time and ongoing costs of a stock listing 

provide a sometimes prohibitive hurdle for companies that are still in an early stage of 

development. Therefore, it would be beneficial both for companies seeking for additional 

growth capital, as well as for venture capital investors, if alternative forms of secondary 

markets for venture capital stakes could be established. One could think of different de-

sign options for such „secondary markets for venture capital“:  

One option could be the introduction of „Pre-IPO segments“, organized by stock ex-

changes, but with much lower regulatory requirements even than entry standards that 

already exist. Another option could be an MTF for such investments that would most like-

ly only be open for professional investors, in order to protect retail investors from in-

vestments in intransparent companies that require a deep knowledge of the respective 

sector. 

6. Creating a transparent and liquid market for bail-in instruments (Related questions: 

24, 24, 25, 26)   

Functional finance insists on viewing issues from a comparative perspective. Whereas 

non-financial corporations have to face up to bankruptcy, banks were, for not always 

convincing reasons, bankruptcy remote. This came with detrimental incentives. Inter alia, 

this implied an incentive to allocate more funds to failure-safe banks. A consequence of 

the crisis is that policies have been implemented to deal with this problem. This has im-

mediate consequences for securitization markets and thus the access of SMEs to funds.  
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One class of debt securities that would greatly benefit from an improved market envi-

ronment is unsecured bank debt, particularly those instruments falling under the Total 

Loss Absorption Capacity (TLAC) or Minimum Requirement for Eligible Liabilities (MREL) 

classifications. Both classifications ideally describe the same set of junior and senior un-

secured bank liabilities, many of them will potentially be traded on secondary markets. 

According to Art. 44 BRRD and Art. 37 SRM-Regulation, bail-in-able (or TLAC) securities 

are eligible for prompt corrective action taken by the regulator, to avert a looming critical 

situation for an individual bank, assuming the overall financial stability is at risk.  

In order for junior bank debt instruments to serve the purpose of providing loss absorp-

tion capacity, and therefore to price default risk properly, a liquid market for these in-

struments is highly desirable. With such bail-in instruments traded on a deep and liquid 

market, their prices should, (at least on average), be informative about the risk of indi-

vidual institutions. This would support market discipline to work more effectively, be it 

through the primary market (via the coupon of new bond issues), or through the second-

ary market (via bond spread development). Both markets could be important sources of 

information for regulators, and some bail-in instruments, coco bonds for example, could 

have covenants tied to market prices.  

Finally, if regulatory action is necessary, it will be implemented in secondary bail-in debt 

markets. For example, a conversion of debt into equity at some specified rate will imply 

the transfer of securities from one market place to another, at a suitably diluted price. 

Before taking action, the regulator will have to assess the possible impact of the envis-

aged bail-in, and will thus need to know the identity of the investors holding these secu-

rities.  

The design of a dedicated, high information, and liquid market for bail-in-able securities, 

possibly including second stage securitized portfolios of these instruments, needs special 

attention. In planning a market design for bail-in bank debt, the CMU agenda would ef-

fectively contribute in a complementary way also to the banking union legislative project 

by completing its (still unresolved) „market leg“. Pushing the market leg of the banking 

union project requires a comprehensive plan for establishing a functional market for 

TLAC securities.  
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Far from having a blueprint for a TLAC securities market ready at hand, we re-commend 

investing intellectual energy in its design. It involves the development of suitable prod-

ucts, and the design of an appropriate market microstructure.  

7. Pension funding schemes: appropriating societal benefits from risk-conscious invest-

ing (Related questions: 13, 15, and 17 through 20) 

European economies are producing at the technological frontier. They depend on finan-

ciers capable of taking long-term risk. The ratio between market capitalization of bonds 

vs. equities captures societal risk preferences (or risk aversion). We take this as a given 

preference. Within these constraints, financial assets could be allocated in a way to en-

hance the opportunities of value creation. Stocks and bonds are ultimately claims on an 

economy’s capacity to generate sustainable increases in productivity, and hence output 

growth. Stocks are risky, also over the long run. But they come with potentially higher re-

turns. A well-diversified portfolio should therefore include equity. Also, since, from a 

macroeconomic angle, this allows for engaging in riskier ventures, promising higher social 

rewards. Ultimately financial assets cannot deliver more than the non-financial economy 

is capable of producing. At the same time an economy’s capacity to deliver is contingent 

on its access to risk capital.  

Here is an externality of the pension system design and hence a policy issue. Defined 

benefit systems have been promising too much with respect to delivering high invest-

ment guarantees over decades. A sustainable pension funding is, at the same time, con-

tingent on healthy growth. This calls for an equal treatment of equity and debt. A pen-

sion system allowing for a larger share of equity investments would be beneficial. The 

optimal system appears to be a mixed-one, combining pay-as-you-go for the provision of 

a robust societal minimum and a funded system for additional benefits. The pay-as-you 

go component is particularly important, as it allows for time diversification, which indi-

viduals simply cannot realize on their own.  

Whether there is a net capital formation effect of the chosen pension system, remains a 

debated topic. However, an increase in the size and depth of securities markets (i.e. both 

equity and debt markets) is likely to enhance the range of accessible diversification op-

portunities for investors, while, at the same time, broadening the funding options of 

firms of all sizes. Furthermore, if collective pension schemes invest in equity stakes of 
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corporations, there is a chance that a long-term increase of wealth in an economy can be 

shared more broadly in a society. Given the observed, yet not fully explained equity pre-

mium puzzle in international stock markets, there is an additional reason to allow for an 

increase in the weight of equity instruments in the average investor’s pension portfolio.  

However, under Basel III and Solvency II, in many cases, investments in sovereign bonds 

go along with capital requirements, which do not reflect risk in an adequate way. This 

imiplicit subsidy entices financial services firms to bias their asset allocation towards sov-

ereign bonds. Yet, the allocation of funds into government bonds reduces the availability 

of funds for other investment categories that might have a more attractive risk-return 

trade-off, such as equities, SME-investments, or long-term investments, such as in infra-

structure projects via ELTIFs. For the same reason, non risk-adequate capital charges im-

pede the growth and deepening of corporate bond markets, which would be of great im-

portance for the life insurance and occupational pensions sector to match its long-term 

liabilities. 

8. Financial inclusion – making ultimate savers full partners in the CMU project (Relat-

ed questions: 19 and 20) 

There is not one optimal portfolio for the individual saver. Investors are rather heteroge-

neous. In particular, their preferences with regard to risk differ substantially. Information 

problems abound. They refer to the capacity of investors to interpret data and under-

stand institutions. This begins with knowledge about returns to be expected on average – 

over the long haul of history. It also includes knowledge about risk, in particular shortfall 

risk (risk of stock does not decrease over time). But they also have to do with limits which 

behavioral economics has stressed. Here, public policy of a merit-good type – providing 

information and supporting action by sensible default – is called for (Kotz/Weber 2007).  

Financial market participation of households is much lower in most European countries 

than in the U.S.. There are obvious institutional reasons for this – a well-established pay-

as-you-go system. Surveys indicate that European households shun away from organized 

capital markets, and equity instruments in particular, because they believe that security 

trading requires expert knowledge, high wealth and the willingness to speculate. Moreo-

ver, the available evidence on the performance of household security portfolios indicates 

that those households that do participate, end up making costly investment mistakes. 
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Policy measures targeted at increasing retail investment must address these (perceived) 

entry barriers and ideally, also the prevalence of investment mistakes.  

Conventional financial education alone is not a sufficient fix. Fernandes et al. (2014) 

summarize the extant literature and conclude that the learning effects from financial 

training programs erode quickly. The authors advocate personalized “just-in-time” finan-

cial education measures that allow people to learn from past decisions and that provide 

relevant information at the very time of decision making. Experiments on such “smart 

disclosure” measures have produced promising results.  

High-quality professional financial advice alone is not a sufficient fix, either. Bhattacharya 

et al (2012) demonstrate that clients do not reap the full benefits from good advice be-

cause of low adherence rates – most likely due to a lack of trust, overconfidence and high 

perceived implementation costs. Newer forms of financial advice such as flat-fee models 

and robo-advice appear to successfully address many of these issues.  

It follows, that policies for more retail investment in capital markets should promote 

smart disclosure of investment results and should also foster competition among existing 

and new forms of financial advisory services. As a matter of fact, standardized smart dis-

closure of the savings and investment results would also permit financial advisors to bet-

ter signal the quality of their recommendations. This should, in turn, increase adherence 

rates to good advice and should accelerate market exit of poor advice.   

Ideally, such policies – in conjunction with the ongoing digitalization of retail finance – 

will spark off new business models that cater especially to households with little financial 

literacy (Hackethal 2015). Early examples of such models, out in the market, offer an 

easy-to-implement, low-cost investment process, helping clients to avoid costly invest-

ment mistakes and to earn the full risk premia offered by capital markets.  
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VII. Summary and further issues 

The EU Commission’s Green paper suggests a further attempt at completion – integra-

tion – of Europe’s capital markets. This would come with a greater choice set for users of 

European financial markets and institutions. It would, potentially, imply a boost to Eu-

rope’s potential growth. And it should translate into higher employment. These are, evi-

dently, objectives very much at the core of the European project. 

Starting from these objectives, which we share, we suggest thinking about ways to 

achieve these targets, by instruments which address information asymmetries or market 

imperfections more generally. In addition to the aspects mentioned in the body of our 

paper, we would propose to further explore how to reduce opaqueness of the available 

information on SMEs. This might include credit scoring systems, based on appropriate – 

proportional to SMEs – accounting approaches. This might entail further standardization 

of disclosure requirements. Given the public goods dimension, one might explore wheth-

er a public sector (or a cooperative) entity could engage in information processing. Risk-

sensitive pricing of pooled assets is strongly influenced by credit enhancements and col-

lateral as well as procedures in times of distress. Reducing uncertainties in these domains 

would foster integration. Finally, we have not explored issues of infrastructure – the me-

chanics or plumbing – which are, of course, consequential for price discovery and risk-

sensitive pricing.   
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